
Are you currently grappling with
a project, program or change

initiative in crisis?

Does your organization apply
best practices to initiative

management?

Initiative Health
Check

watershedci.com

Do your initiatives consistently
meet time, budget, scope, and

quality commitments?
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Initiative Health Check and Recovery Advantage
Evaluating the performance and progress of projects, programs 
or change efforts relative to an organization’s stated goals is 
an integral part of effective strategic initiative management. It 
allows organizations to act on current “on-the-ground” initia-
tive situations and inform adjustments to the management of 
future endeavours – which in turn contributes to the long-term 
success of the company.

A Health Check is a collaborative effort with participation from 
the client, that provides a ‘one time snapshot’ of an initiative 
checking on people, processes and technologies to determine its 
‘health’. Based on Watershed CI’s core principle of Change 
Integration™, we embed people change aspects within our 
Initiative Health Check and Recovery Advantage service to 
provide our clients with deeper insight.

Health Checks typically fall into two main categories:

Preventive: the equivalent of your annual check-up at the 

doctor. It is a proactive approach to ensure the initiative is in 

“good health” and set to deliver the expected outcomes. This 

type is usually planned to occur at specific times during the 

initiative lifecycle. The biggest benefit is that costly errors and 

crisis situations can be avoided. The analysis identifies 

strengths and recommends changes to shore up potential 

problem areas through a high-level action plan.

Reactive: the equivalent of going to the doctor when you are 

sick. This approach is usually used when there are symptoms of 

trouble. The analysis identifies root problems and informs the 

development of a recovery plan (high-level or detailed).



Discovery
Watershed CI gathers all appropriate insights concerning the status 
and management of the initiative to date. We review relevant artifacts, 
survey the initiative team anonymously, speak to stakeholders (if 
required by the size of the engagement), and conduct 1:1 interviews of 
key senior and essential team members. We customize our discovery 
tools during the assignment kick-off based on your environment and 
nature of the engagement.

Analysis
Next we analyze the various data and information collected. We then 
develop key findings and confirm as necessary with interviewees and 
the engagement sponsor.

Recommendations and Plan
Here we consolidate information collected during the Discovery Phase 
with the resulting analyses and recommend an action or recovery plan. 
Our clients can then understand the health of their initiative based on 
the qualitative and quantitative results and achieve consensus on the 
corrective actions.

Recovery (optional)
If you choose us to manage and execute the recovery, we adjust the 
planning process to develop a detailed, executable plan in conjunction 
with your organization. Plan development and execution would follow 
best practice initiative management and involve knowledgeable,
experienced project or program managers.
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Why Watershed CI?
As experts in the field, we recognize that one size does not fit all. Each client comes with distinctive needs, culture, level of maturity 
and tolerance for complexity. We weigh these factors when selecting the appropriate solution – this ensures the suite of deliverables 
achieve high-quality, customized results. Our secret: expertise. Watershed CI’s team consists of well-versed professionals, each with a 
minimum of 15 years working for organizations just like yours.

To stimulate and sustain success, we assist clients by:

 Improving performance: Sharpen your focus on the benefits you expect to achieve through the initiative
 Taking action: We offer practical, immediately actionable recommendations
 Developing a customized approach: We tailor each engagement to your specific needs
 Impartiality: Our review stimulates change using a new and objective perspective
 Employing right practices: We apply industry best practices for both the initiative and your organization

Aristotle is quoted as saying “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts”. Our Initiative Health Check and Recovery Advantage
synergistically combines initiative-normative processes, industry best practices and a proven track record to provide our clients with
clearly superior results.

Respond with agility to an ever-changing market. Speak to our practice leader today.

Michael Riall, President
T: 647-427-5571, ext. 147
M: 416-605-0877
mriall@watershedci.com
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